
Perfins on Argentine coils is toughest of specialties
Robert J. Schwerdt (#505-L)
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u.s. coil, & U.S. perlin, are both 90 thi, year

Did you know that perfms on U.S. stamps are about the same age
as U.S. coils?

The first U.S . coils were issued on February 18, 1908, just a few
months before the firs t recorded u se of a u.s. perfm.

The coils were an experimen t to see if large bu siness mailers would
fmd them convenient. Apparently the fir st two coils (Scott 3 16 and
32 1, both issued the same day) didn't go over well. The first, Scott
321 , catalogs $75,000; the se cond, Scott 321 , catalogs $100,000.

Scott cau tions that numerou s counterfeits exist.
Later U.S. coil s were mu ch mo re popular. Perfins on them are

much easier than Argentine coil perfins.

P erfins collecto rs have
all types of specialties.
Some collect fancy de
signs. A recent catalog

published by the Perfms Club of
the Netherlands illustrates more
than 900 such patterns ranging
from anchors to animals to geo
metric shapes of all sorts. I
cou n ted four types showing styl
ized hu mans and five types show
ing a human hand.

Other collectors like to arrange
their specialties synoptically.
They seek perfms on each
of the functional stamp
types: postal, airmail,
charity, special delivery,
war tax, fiscal , local, and
so on. Some collectors
even add Christmas seals
and other labels to their
perfins collections.

Single stamp issues are an
other collecting interest. A few of
these are the United States 14¢
Indian chief of 1923 (Scott 565),
any stamp depicting Albert Ein
stein, the black Harding issue
(Scott 610-613), or registration
stamps, like U.S. Scott Fl.

Ever since Burton Bauder's
1974 catalog, POKO Issues of the
Netherlands, was published, col 
lectors have found fun studying
perfinned coil stamps. Most of
the Dutch items are easy to iden
tify because of the syncopated
perforations. Forerunners and

postrunners, however, lack the
special perforations but are eas
ily recognized by the shape of
the punched letters.

The Perfin Society of Great
Britain recently conducted sur
veys of perfins on British coil
stamps. We all have some of
these and can easily recognize
them by the clipped edges and
the punched letter shapes.

Collectors of perfins on U.S.
coils have plenty to choose from.
Some are very common, such as

the I/WILL pattern of Chicago.
Others are harder to come by,
such as the Schermack type s
listed at the end of the Balough
Catalog. Perhaps even rarer
than the traditional grid perfms
on Schermack stamps are let
tered company insignia which
were not punched on the auto
mated machinery.

The writer's collection in
cludes perfinned coil stamps
from Argentina , Canada,
France, Germany, Great Britain,
Ire land, Union of South Africa,

and, of cou rse, the United States.
I submit that the hardest to

find are the perfinned coils of Ar
gentina.

The World Perfins Catalog lists
eleven Argentine coil perfms. Ten
of them have a numeral and a B.
The eleventh has an FN over the
same type of B. It has been iden
tified as being used by the First
National Bank of Boston in Bue
nos Aires. Users are known for
nine of the remaining ten. Three
of these patterns are shown in

the catalog as tracings,
which indicates that no
stamps were available
when the catalog was
published in 1992.
I have the patterns FN/B,
4B, 5B , 10/B, l1/B, and
64/ B in my collection.
These numerical coil per

fins are the only Argentine exam
ples I have managed to acquire in
more than 30 years of collecting.

Perhaps some readers can con
tribute more information about
Argentina's coil perfms. We need
to know the user of the pattern
64/B and we need actual exam
ples of 3B , 64/B, and 65/B to
photograph for the catalog.

I'd also like to determine just
how scarce the Argentine coils
really are. If you have a perfin on
an Argentine coil, please note the
Scott # of the stamp, the perfm
type, and the postmark if it i s
legible. Send this information to
me. If you have clean copies of
any of the patterns, or can iden
tify the user of pattern 64 /B,
please send that information to
the foreign catalog chairman,

I promise an update once I
have more data to work with.
Let's fmd out ju st how scarce the
Argentine coil perfms really are .

You can write Bob Schwerdt at
9 Memory Lane

Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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